Inclusive Design for Getting Outdoors – Where to next?

I'DGO team members play an active role in sharing knowledge with industry, policy makers, local authority officers, the public and other academics. Now that the research phase of the project has finished, here is how to keep in touch with the team from August 2013 onwards...

OPENspace research centre
Website: www.openspace.eca.ac.uk
Twitter: @OPENspace_rc and @MMPresearch
I’DGO team: Prof Catharine Ward Thompson, Prof Peter Aspinall, Anna Orme, Mary Craig, Máire Cox
Projects to watch out for: Mobility, Mood and Place
Catch the team at: The launch of SHINE (Supporting Healthy Inclusive Neighbourhood Environments), Bristol, Sept 2013 (Catharine Ward Thompson, keynote speaker); Age Scotland Awards and Parliamentary Reception, Edinburgh, Oct 2013

SURFACE Inclusive Design Research Centre
Website: www.salford.ac.uk/surface
Twitter: @MAIDinclusively
I’DGO team: Prof Marcus Ormerod, Rita Newton
Projects to watch out for: Go Far
Catch the team at: The 14th International Falls & Postural Stability Conference, Bristol, Sept 2013

WISE (Wellbeing in Sustainable Environments)
Website: www.tinyurl.com/2wsx7xx
I’DGO team: Prof Elizabeth (Libby) Burton, Dr Lynne Mitchell
Projects to watch out for: EPSRC Dream Fellowship: Design for wellbeing in the built environment
And finally: Dr Lynne Mitchell has been commissioned by the Joseph Rowntree Foundation to advise the City of York on how to ensure that six redevelopment projects in the city are dementia-friendly.